ATEN wireless extenders perfectly stream Full HD digital content from multiple sources to multiple displays without any cables necessary. The extenders ideally fit presentation areas, multipurpose rooms and huddle spaces that require high flexibility in furniture positioning. They are also well suited to home entertainment systems deployed in one to multiple rooms. ATEN wireless extenders transmit within a range of 30m from the source, be it from a Blu-ray player, PC, media player, PlayStation, set-top box, digicoder or any other multimedia device.

**Wireless HDMI Extenders**

- **PLUG-AND-PLAY**
  - A software independent solution with no extra software/driver installation needed.
  - Connect your Full HD displays and source devices to set up a multimedia environment with 5.1 channel surround sound, controlled by infrared.

- **LOCATION FLEXIBILITY**
  - Wireless WHDI technology provides line-of-sight transmission to receivers up to 30m away. Place in a central location or on a movable platform. Keep sources hidden from sight.

- **HIGH PERFORMANCE & SECURITY**
  - The WHDI protocol ensures a bandwidth of 6,75Gbps, with less than 1ms latency, while its 5GHz proprietary wireless transmission provides higher protection against hackers in comparison to WiFi. Even more, there is AES 128 bit encryption plus HDCP to further guarantee secure content transmission.

**VE819**

- **Wireless HDMI Extender / Switch**
  - Up to 10m
  - 1 HDMI input
  - 1 output
  - Switching between 4 transmitters
**VE849**
Multicast Wireless HDMI Extender / Switch

- Up to 30m
- 2 HDMI inputs
- 5 outputs - 1 local and 4 remote
- Multicast: 1 transmitter streams to 4 receivers simultaneously

**VE829**
Wireless HDMI Extender / Matrix Switch

- Up to 30m
- 5 inputs - 4 HDMI and 1 Component video
- 2 outputs - 1 local and 1 remote
- USB HID port for keyboard and mouse

**VE809**
Wireless HDMI Extender / Switch

- Up to 30m
- 2 HDMI inputs
- 2 outputs - 1 local and 1 remote
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Wireless AV solution for events, home and conferencing